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News from the Unitary Patent System -  
Rules of Procedure adopted

BGH on the question of the meaning  
of features - „Verbundelement” 

BGH on the question of implied confidientiality - 
„Oberflächenbeschichtung“



On July 8, the Administrative Committee of the Unified Patent Court held its second 
meeting in Luxembourg.

At this meeting, important legal texts were again adopted, including the Rules of 
Procedure of the Unified Patent Court. In this regard, these correspond to the 18th 
version published in 2017, except for a few changes, most of which, however, are of 
an editorial nature.

The most important substantial change is that, according to the newly worded Rule 
262, only decisions and orders of the court are now to be published. All other doc-
uments are to be published only upon request, with the reporting judge deciding on 
this request. Furthermore, individual parties may request that the contents of their 
submissions be excluded from the inspection of files; they shall then submit edited 
(redacted) versions of their submissions, if necessary. However, upon justified re-
quest, this information may also be accessible via file inspection.

As expected, a new Rule 262A has been added to allow the contents of certain sub-
missions to be made available only to certain persons on the other side. Unlike the 
first version1 of this rule, which would have allowed for true in-camera proceedings 
where only the opposing side‘s attorneys would have had access, it is now required, 
as in German law (§145 a of the German Patent code),2 that at least one natural per-
son of the opposing side be granted access.

Also announced was new Rule 5A, which allows an unauthorized „opt-out“ request 
to be removed from the register. Whether and how this will be significant in practice 
remains to be seen.

There were major changes in Rules 270ff, which concern service; this resulted from 
the fact that EU Regulation 2020/1784 on the service of judicial documents has 
since entered into force.

A cleaned-up version of the Rules of Procedure as well as versions in German and 
French have been announced for this summer. The rules will enter into force on Sep-
tember 1; this is necessary because in particular the „opt-out“ rule 5 should already 
be applicable during the protocol phase.3  

Together with the procedural rules, the court fees were also determined; however, 
there are only marginal changes here compared to the previous version.

Finally, it should be mentioned that Ireland has announced that it will hold the ref-
erendum necessary for joining the Unitary Patent System in 2023 or 2024. Ireland 
could thus become the first country to join the Unitary Patent System after its entry 
into force.

The start of the Unitary Patent System is scheduled for early 2023.
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1  S. Hüttermann, GRUR Int 2019, 1148
2  Cf. our Newsletter 8/2021
3  Cf. our Newsletter 4/2022
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Preparation courses for the C- and 
D-part of the European Qualifying Ex-
amination

If the pandemic situation allows, our 
office will offer two free two-day pre-
paratory courses for the C and D parts 
of the European Qualifying Examina-
tion (EQE) in 2022. The courses will be 
held on Thursday/Friday, November 
24/25, and Saturday/Sunday, Decem-
ber 10/11, 2022. Both courses are 
identical in content, so attendance at 
one course is sufficient.

The course content is mainly focused 
on appropriate exam techniques as 
well as strategies to avoid mistakes in 
order to successfully approach the C 
and D part of the EQE exam with these 
skills. We have made the experience 
that well-prepared exam materials 
significantly increase the chances of 
success. Therefore, we want to pro-
vide the participants with the neces-
sary methodological knowledge in this 
course. In this respect, the course is to 
be understood as a supplement to the 
participants‘ own preparation of the le-
gal fundamentals of the EPC. Instead, 
participants will learn how to convert 
their technical knowledge of the EPC 
into as many points as possible for 
passing the C and D parts of the EQE 
examination. The courses take place 
in Düsseldorf at our premises in Kai-
strasse 16A and are free of charge, 
language is German. Speakers of the 
course are Dr. Torsten Exner, Dipl.-Ing. 
Andreas Gröschel and Prof. Dr. Aloys 
Hüttermann.

Registration is now possible (please 
state your full name and employer) at 
eqe@mhpatent.de.

https://www.unified-patent-court.org/news/administrative-committee-takes-significant-steps-towards-setting-unified-patent-court
https://www.unified-patent-court.org/sites/default/files/ac_04_08072022_rop_annex_1_en_final_tracked_for_publication.pdf
https://www.unified-patent-court.org/sites/default/files/ac_05_08072022_table_of_court_fees_en_final_for_publication.pdf
https://enterprise.gov.ie/en/News-And-Events/Department-News/2022/June/280620222.html
https://www.mhpatent.net/app/download/11715243621/Newsletter_8_2021_EN.pdf?t=1656054328
https://www.mhpatent.net/app/download/11924076421/Newsletter_4_2022_EN.pdf?t=1656054328
mailto:eqe%40mhpatent.de?subject=


BGH on the question of the meaning 
of features - „Verbundelement”
In the recently published „Verbundelement“4 (composite element) decision, the 
Federal Court of Justice commented on the question of the extent to which a 
relatively indeterminate feature can nevertheless have a meaning.

Specifically, the case concerned a process for the production of composite ele-
ments in which several layers were applied to each other. The decisive feature 
now demanded that a specific layer B be applied to a still reactive layer A, and 
particular importance was attached to the term “reactive”.

However, this was not explained in more detail in the patent claim - nor in the 
description.  Nevertheless, this feature was then neither indefinite nor meaning-
less:

“The fact that the course of the reaction is asymptotic, i.e., a degree of reaction 
of 100% is never attainable from a theoretical point of view, may mean that the 
period of time within which the [layer A] is to be regarded as still capable of re-
acting may be very long, depending on the circumstances. However, a practical-
ly relevant limit results from the objective that the application of [layer A] must 
improve the adhesion between [certain other layers in the composite element] 
to a relevant extent. In this respect, too, the patent in suit does not contain any 
numerically specific requirements. However, an improvement of the adhesion to 
an extent which is without any significance for the intended use of the compos-
ite element produced is not sufficient.”

As a result, the patent was thus judged to be both novel and inventive over the 
prior art, and a contrary decision of the Federal Patent Court was reversed.
Thus, it remains to be noted that the Federal Court of Justice maintains its line 
of assigning meaning to all features. A certain generosity compared to the prac-
tice of the European Patent Office5 cannot be denied. 

BGH on the question of implied con-
fidientiality - „Oberflächenbeschich-
tung“
In a second recently published decision, „Oberflächenbeschichtung“6 (Surface 
Coating) the Federal Court of Justice addressed the question of whether or not a 
certain document had become public. Specifically, this concerned technical draw-
ings. These had been

“one of the inventors of the patent in suit [...] sent them before the priority date 
to a subsidiary of the (nullity) plaintiff engaged in the manufacture of tools. Ac-
cording to the [patent proprietor’s] uncontradicted submission in this respect, 
this took place in the context of a research project in which the inventor was 
involved.“7 

4  BGH, 26. April 2022 - X ZR 44/20 - Verbundelement
5  Cf. for example G 3/14, according to which ambiguities are to be borne by the patent proprietor and related decisions.
6  BGH, 12. April 2022 - X ZR 73/20 - Oberflächenbeschichtung
7  Para 117
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Mentioned by iam - four partners in the 
iam 1000

Our law firm is again mentioned by 
iam magazine in the ranking for 2022.  
Dr. Stefan Michalski, Prof. Dr. Aloys 
Hüttermann, Dr. Dirk Schulz and Guido 
Quiram were also included in the iam 
1000, the list of the 1000 best patent 
attorneys worldwide.

Mentioned in Handelsblatt and Best 
Lawyers

Our law firm is again mentioned by 
iam magazine in the ranking for 2022.  
Dr. Stefan Michalski, Prof. Dr. Aloys 
Hüttermann, Dr. Dirk Schulz and Guido 
Quiram were also included in the iam 
1000, the list of the 1000 best patent 
attorneys worldwide.

juris.bundesgerichtshof.de/cgi-bin/rechtsprechung/document.py?Gericht=bgh&Art=en&sid=d6574a4871a714ced515e03d34cd19f3&nr=130324&pos=6&anz=30
juris.bundesgerichtshof.de/cgi-bin/rechtsprechung/document.py?Gericht=bgh&Art=en&sid=d6574a4871a714ced515e03d34cd19f3&nr=130500&pos=7&anz=30
https://www.iam-media.com/rankings/patent-1000/profile/firm/michalski-huttermann-patent-attorneys


The Federal Court of Justice now ruled that there was an implied non-disclosure 
agreement here, even though (indisputably) there was no explicitly concluded 
agreement.

This is nothing new in this respect, but rather a confirmation of the previous line of 
case law.8 However, the “Oberflächenbeschichtung”-decision is worth mentioning 
because the nullity plaintiff had argued that, on the basis of the Trade Secrets Pro-
tection Act, which explicitly provides for appropriate protective measures for the 
existence of a business secret, the same must apply by analogy to the question of 
whether information is deemed to have been made available to the public. Howev-
er, the Federal Supreme Court rejected this approach:

“Contrary to the plaintiff’s view, a modification [of the case law] is not prompted 
by the Act on the Protection of Trade Secrets (GeschGehG).
[...] It cannot be inferred from the Act [that] information which does not fall under 
the concept of a trade secret within the meaning of Sec. 2 No. 1 GeschGehG is to 
be regarded without further ado as accessible to the public within the meaning 
of § 3 (1) sentence 2 PatG. As long as access to a particular piece of information 
remains restricted to a narrow circle of persons and there are no indications of 
disclosure to an indefinite number of third parties, this information is not acces-
sible to the public even if no measures have been taken to counteract further 
disclosure or if there is no legitimate interest in secrecy.”9 

Thus, patent owners can continue to rely on the relatively generous line of the 
Federal Court of Justice with regard to the existence of an implied nondisclosure 
agreement.

8  Cf the „Konditionierverfahren“- decision, BGH, 21. April 2020 - X ZR 75/18 - 
Konditionierverfahren

9  Para 121
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We wish your relatives, employees, col-
leagues and of course yourself all the 
best for the present, still difficult time.
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